
The new CMS PHYSIO facial machine is a Computerized Micro Current System containing 

60 different options to choose from to incorporate into your facial treatment. I use to do 

International training on this system and also have 7 years experience using this facial 

machine. I can proudly say that I have never in my career seen skin improvement so 

dramatically and successfully as with CMS PHYSIO. The best part of all is that it is a NON-

INVASIVE facial treatment. Meaning, you stimulate your own skin and muscle ability to 

function at its optimum level which helps you to age slowly and gracefully. 

WHAT BENNEFITS WILL MICROCURRENT HAVE FOR MY SKIN? 

Micro current operates by affecting the DNA of every cell, ordering the cells to return to 

normal. 

Micro Current never works against our own electro – physiology. It is the same electrical 

charge our body works on. With the application of specifically ‘tuned’ micro current we can 

recharge the cells with vital energy and trigger the repair process. 

Small errors in cell DNA copying result in increasing skin cell damage. This is the natural 

ageing process. Through the CMS-Physio therapy, the DNA of each skin cell is stimulated to 

speed up the body’s natural repair process, meaning the next copy it makes of itself is a better 

one. Your skin will start to look YOUNGER, HEALTHIER and more LUMINOUS with 

each treatment. 

This is why, with systematic CMS-Physio treatments, we can guarantee: 

 Facial and neck muscles are lifted and toned by 60% 

 Facial contours are firmer 

 Expression lines are released by 60% - 100% 

 Fresher complexion by 100% 

 A more youthful appearance, with younger skin texture 

 Pores are refined by 30% - 60% 

 Lines and wrinkles are reduced by 60% - 80% 

 Elasticity of the skin is increased by 80% -100% 

 Hydration and moisture retention is improved by 80%-100% 

 Sun damaged skin  are improved by up to 60% 

SLOW DOWN THE AGEING PROCESS OF SKIN CELLS AND FACIAL MUSCLES 

UP TO 70% 

The sooner you start the better your results. Girls from 20 years and even younger can start 

with CMS-Physio microcurrent facial. 

For life time results, it is important to come for a course of treatments range from 3 – 6 

facials depending on one’s age and skin condition. After completion of the course, one 

treatment per every 4 weeks will be sufficient. 

 


